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Heidi Costello

From: Tsujikawa, Kristine <ktsujikawa@kingcounty.gov>
Sent: Thursday, August 24, 2023 3:57 PM
To: ZZGrp, KCSO PCT5
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Shoreline/Precinct 5 Week In Review (August 24th)
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Chief's Message 

Saturday, we enjoyed another Celebrate Shoreline 
event! The weather cooled off for us, and the lines for 
conversations and engagement, swag grabs, questions 
regarding our BDU tools and TAC 30 Bear were 
consistent all day. I appreciate Det. Kieland putting 
together another successful event with the help of our 
City Event planner and partner, Pam Barrett, Mrs. 
Vanessa Meyer for filling swag bags for hours on end, 
MPOs Coblantz and Monserud for providing security all 

day, Dep. Linde for providing BDU outreach, MPO Knight and Dep. McEvilly for 
manning the Bear all day, and for so much support from patrol throughout the day! 

Monday, Cpt. Meyer and Lockhart, Det. Sgt. Connelly, Det. Kieland and I all had the 
opportunity to meet with leadership from Shoreline public and private schools to 
discuss the upcoming school year, communication, safety, and engagement 
opportunities. Our school administration not only supports their Shoreline police 
department, but they welcome us any time on campus and during after school 
events. They understand the importance of us having positive engagement with the 
kids and staff, and this was a very encouraging meeting. On Friday, I meet with 
Superintendent Dr. Reyes and the school board for deeper conversations as we 
start a new academic year. 

This has been exceptional week of TEAMWORK, and I cannot thank you all enough 
for your contributions to Kenmore and Shoreline. I am so proud to be part of this 
Team. 

Celebrating 28 Years of Cityhood 
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Detective Kieland (middle) and MPO Monserud (far right) with members of Shoreline Fire. 

Presenting at the Intl. CIT Conference 
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Cpt. Tony Lockhart before his presentation at the International CIT Conference in Detroit last week. 

The CIT International conference drew over 1500 attendees from all 50 states and a 
few different countries. The conference provides an opportunity to share and 
promote best practices across the country from those doing the work. It was an 
honor to be selected to speak on two different subjects. 

- Captain Tony Lockhart 

Too Close a Call 

Commendations will be forthcoming, but we want to recognize MPO Knight, Deputy 
Swanson, Deputy Glavin, MPO Durrant and Sgt. Fitchett for their efforts during 
Saturday evening's Trader Joe's incident. 

A person in crisis called 911 to say he was going to harm himself with a firearm. 
Through their exceptional work, they were able to secure the scene and get the 
man necessary mental health services. Below is the gun (pellet) the man 
possessed. Sgt. Fitchett's emailed brief to command says it best: 
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'We were very fortunate not to end up in an OIS last night. The responding deputies 
handled this very well, professionally and treated the subject with dignity and 
respect.' 

Excellent work by all. 

-Captain Tim Meyer 

 

Family Home Daycare Visit 
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Det. Paula Kieland and Cpt. Tim Meyer with appreciation banner made by children from Choober Doobers daycare. 

On Tuesday, Detective Kieland and I were invited to visit the kids at Choober 
Doobers, an Ashworth Ave N daycare. They dedicated this week to recognizing the 
professionals serving in their community. They welcomed Shoreline Firefighters the 
next day and will close the week with a field trip to do community outreach 
elsewhere in the city. Our visit was time well spent -   

-Captain Tim Meyer   

Thank You Kris... 
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On Wednesday, Captain Lockhart, Detective Kieland and I took a moment to 
recognize our own Kris Tsujikawa for all she does serving Shoreline. Often on her 
own time, Kris captures photos at events like last weekend's Celebrate Shoreline. 
She serves as our 'editor-in-chief' for the Week In Review, lends her creative talents 
to countless projects while also contributing, along with Victoria, to the seamless 
operation of our precinct. Thank you Kris! 

-Captain Tim Meyer 

Welcome! 

A quick welcome to our newest Phase-II partners, 
Deputy Alec Handley and Deputy Emre Gundogdu. We 
could not be more pleased to have them aboard. 

Thank you all for supporting both deputies throughout 
their next segment and onto to Phase-III. 

- Captain Tim Meyer 
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